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Abstract 
Given a group G acting on a 2-complex X we construct, depending on several choices, a 
2-complex Y with free G-action together with a G-equivariant map p : Y --H X. From this 
we deduce two criteria for the computation of the homotopical invariant C2(G) introduced by 
B. Renz (Geometric invariants and HNN-extensions, in: K.N. Cheng and Y.K. Leong, Eds., 
Group Theory (de Gruyter. Berlin, 1989) 465-484). These results are used to complete the proof 
of the F-conjecture for metabelian groups of finite Priifer rank. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Muth. Su&j. Cluss.: 20F32, 57M6Q 
1. Introduction 
The observations made in [26] are the main motivation for the present paper. There 
we proved that the higher homological invariants F(G; Z), defined by Bieri and 
Renz [7] for all m E N (see Section 6), are completely determined by C’(G; Z) if 
G is a metabelian group of finite Ptifer rank (i.e. has a uniform bound on the number 
of generators needed to generate any finitely generated subgroup). We also gave a 
formula for the higher invariants in terms of C1(G; Z), and thus established the homo- 
logical part of the so-called F-conjecture for metabelian groups G of finite Priifer 
rank. However, the question whether C2(G; Z) coincides with the homotopical geo- 
metric invariant C’(G) defined by Renz (see below and [29, 301) remained open. The 
aim of this article is to answer this question in the affirmative. We will achieve our 
objective by proving counterparts for the results obtained in [26] for the homological 
invariant C2(G; Z) - and then the proof in [26] goes through without changes. 
The core of this article is a result on group actions on 2-dimensional CW-complexes 
(“2-complexes”) which seems to be of independent interest. Given a cell-permuting 
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action of a group G on a 2-complex X we construct 2-complexes Y where G acts 
freely together with G-equivariant cellular maps p : Y * X mapping open cells onto 
open cells. Moreover, if X is finite mod G, if all stabilizers of vertices of X are finitely 
presented and all edge stabilizers are finitely generated, then Y can be chosen to be G- 
finite. Another important feature of p is that it induces isomorphisms xi(Z) m rci(p(Z)) 
in homotopy for i = 0,l and any subcomplex Z 2 Y provided that the fibres in Z of 
vertices of p(Z) are l-connected and that the fibres of “barycentres” of edges of p(Z) 
are connected. In particular, this holds if 2 is the full pre-image of a subcomplex of X 
because full pre-images of vertices of X will be homeomorphic to Cayley complexes 
of the vertex stabilizers and full pre-images of “barycentres” of edges will be home- 
omorphic to Cayley graphs of the edge stabilizers. All this is done in Section 3. For 
our application we have to be rather explicit. Similar, though less explicit, construc- 
tions have been given by Abels-Holz [ 11, Corson [ 13, 151, Geoghegan [ 191 and 
Haefliger [21]. 
We will apply this construction in Section 4 to deduce two criteria for the compu- 
tation of the homotopical invariant C*(G) of a group G. This invariant is a conical 
subset of the real vector space V(G) = Hom( G; t%dd ). A homomorphism x : G -+ [w 
belongs to the invariant z’(G) if there exists a finite generating system Z of G so 
that the full subgraph of the Cayley graph T(G; X), generated by all vertices in G, = 
{gEG I X(CY) 2 01, is connected. The invariant C*(G) is defined to be the set of all 
x E V(G) for which there exists a finite presentation ( 5 / 3 ) of the group G so that 
the full subcomplex of the Cayley complex C(%; L%!), spanned by G,, is l-connected. 
Then C2(G) C C’(G) 5 V(G). These invariants have the remarkable property that they 
characterize all finitely presented, respectively all finitely generated, normal subgroups 
of G with abelian quotient (see [S, 7, 11, 301). 
In a sense, C*(G) has been defined using a free action of G on a l-connected 
G-finite 2-complex, the Cayley complex. Now it turns out that it is possible to use 
non-free actions to “compute” C*(G). 
Theorem A. Suppose a group G acts on a l-connected G-finite 2-complex X such 
that all vertex stabilizers are jnitely presented and all edge stabilizers are finitely 
generated. Let x : G 4 [w be a homomorphism and assume that h : X ---f R is cc 
continuous map satisfying h(gx) = x(g) + h(x) f or all gEG andxEX. Then XE 
z*(G) if and only if there is a constant d > 0 such that the maps ni(h-‘(IO, 00))) --) 
n,(h-I([-d,m))) in homotopy, induced by inclusion, are trivial for i = 0,l. 
To prove this theorem we use our construction of Section 3 and the result of Renz 
[30] that Theorem A is true if the action is free. It is not difficult to see that “x- 
equivariant height functions” h as above always exist if all cell stabilizers are contained 
in the kernel of x and fix cells pointwise, in particular, if G acts freely. 
Making use of the flexibility of our construction in Section 3 we then prove a second 
criterion which is, in some sense, complementary to that given in Theorem A. Here 
we put C’(G) = V(G). 
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Theorem B. Let a group G act on a l-connected G-jinite 2-complex X. q 3: : G --f R 
is a homomorphism such that 0 # xj~, E Z2-dimu(G0) for all cells cr of X, then 
zQ2(G). 
There is an intimate connection between the geometric invariants and finiteness pro- 
perties of metabelian groups, the starting point of the C-theory being the characteriza- 
tion of the finitely presented metabelian groups by Bieri and Strebel [8] in terms of 
C’. For these groups it was known that conv52 Z’(G)cCC2(G)c [17, 181. Here the 
superscript “c” denotes the complement in V(G), and conv5, C’(G>c is the union of 
the convex hulls of all subsets of C’(G>c with at most m elements. All the results 
above are needed to prove 
Theorem C. If G is a ,jinitely presented metabelian group of jinite Priijtir rank, then 
c;;v .Z’(G)C = C2(G)‘. 
_ 
As a consequence we obtain a positive answer for the question at the beginning: 
the homotopical invariant Z2(G) coincides with the homological invariant C2(G; Z) 
whenever G is a finitely presented metabelian group of finite Priifer rank. And combined 
with [26], Theorem C confirms the Cm-conjecture for all metabelian groups of finite 
Priifer rank, one of the main results of the author’s thesis [24]. In Section 6 we will 
give a definition of the homological invariants and a short summary of what has been 
proved. 
I. 1. Nofation 
By a graph (2-complex) we shall mean a l-dimensional (2-dimensional) CW- 
complex. An oriented CW-complex is a CW-complex together with choices of char- 
acteristic maps for all cells. By a cell we always mean a closed cell, and we speak of 
certices and edges instead of 0- and l-cells. A subcomplex Y of a CW-complex X is 
,full if Y is the largest subcomplex of X with vertex set Y”. 
A map’ between CW-complexes will be called regulur if it is continuous, cellular 
and maps open cells onto open cells. By an action of a group G on a CW-complex X 
(X will be called a G-complex), we shall mean an action by regular homeomorphisms. 
We say that X is G,j’inite, or jinite mod G, if there is only a finite number of orbits 
of cells of X 
2. The homotopical geometric invariants P(G) 
In this section we introduce the homotopical geometric invariants C”(G) of a group 
G for all m E No. They form a descending chain of conical subsets of the real vector 
space V(G) = Hom(G; R). Although we will only use the invariants C’(G) and .X2(G) 
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later on, the general case is included here without extra effort. We will not give all 
details but refer to [I 1, 24, 26, 29, 301 for more information. 
Throughout this section G will always denote a group and x : G + [w a homomor- 
phism. For any real number iti we put Gy”’ = {SE G / &) > A}. 
2.1. First definition of C’(G) and C’(G). Let 3 be a generating system of G. Recall 
that the Cuylcy gruph T(G; Y) is the oriented graph with vertex set G and edge 
set G x .K The initial and terminal point of an edge (g,x) are given by y and gx, 
respectively. The full subgraph of r( G; X) generated by all vertices in Gp”“’ will be 
denoted by l-( G; T)?“‘. Following Renz [29, 301 we define: 
x E C’(G) s There is u jnite generutiny system .ix’ of’ G 
such that r( G; f)!‘” is connected. 
This does not depend upon the choice of a finite generating system .!E of G (see [29]), 
and QG. ,.)I”.O”) IS connected for all j, E [w if x # 0 and if T(G; Z)k”’ is connected. 
We remark that C’(G) coincides with the Bieri-NeumannStrebel invariant Cc,(G) 
introduced in [6] up to sign (see [7, Section 51). 
Let us define ,X2(G) C C’(G) now. First, recall the definition of the Cuyley complex 
C(2”; ,%!) with respect to a presentation ( 5 1 W ) of G. This is the 2-complex whose l- 
skeleton is just the Cayley graph T(G; X) and whose set of 2-cells is given by G x .%f. 
The 2-cell corresponding to (.y, r) E G x .B is attached along the closed edge path in 
T(G; z?“) starting at the vertex y and spelling out the word r E W (see [23, 111.41). By 
C( P‘, %‘)LL’X’ we denote the full subcomplex of C(Y’; .X) with vertex set Gp”‘. Then . ” i! 
we put: 
1 E Z2(G) _ There is u jnite presentation (X 1.2) of’ G 
such that C(?f’; :%f)~“’ is I -connected. 
The property of C(Y; .#)‘“) of being I-connected will, in general, depend on the 
chosen presentation. Below we will see a weaker property that characterizes Z’(G) 
and is independent of the choice of a finite presentation. 
The definition of the higher homotopical invariants C”(G) requires the concept of a 
“height function” which will be explained now. It plays a central role in the following. 
2.2. Height functions. Let X be a G-complex. A X-equiwriunt height fimction on A’ 
is a continuous map h = h, :X + R with the property that h(gx) = x(y) + h(x) for all 
9 E G, x EX It is rrgulur if h(X”) C x(G) and if h attains its minimum and maximum 
on each cell on the boundary of this cell. In other words, this is a valuation in the 
sense of [29, 301. It is not difficult to see that regular height functions always exist if 
all cell stabilizers are contained in the kernel of x and fix cells pointwise (see [26]), 
in particular, if G acts freely. 
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Given a height function h = h, :X -+ R and a real number %, the maximal subcom- 
plex of X contained in h-l ([i,, co)) will be called a vuluation subcomplex and denoted 
by X’i.X’. If h is regular then _Xji>=) h is just the full subcomplex of X generated by 
all vertices with h-value greater or equal to 2. In particular, if h is a regular height 
function on the Cayley complex X = C(X; .%) with respect to some presentation of 
G then ,$i+/l,X) = C(,T. ,)++ 
h * 3 L for all 2 E R, where ~1 is the h-value of the vertex 
1 EC. 
Let h = h, : A’ + R be a height function. We say that Xh[i%oc) is esseplticlll~~ k- 
corwwtrd in X, for some k .Z -I, if there is a real number d 2 0 so that the 
map 
in homotopy, induced by inclusion, is trivial for i 5 k (the condition is empty for 
k = - 1) and any choice of a basepoint * EA’~~.‘%). 
In all applications X will have finite m-skeleton modG. So let us assume this. 
Choose a finite subcomplex F c X” such that GF = X” and put c = max hlF ~ 
min hlF. Then we find (Xm)r’X’ 2 h-l([A, cc)) nXM 2 (Xm)r-i”X) for all ;.E 62. Now 
the situation where x = 0 is easy to understand: X* is contained in ,Yj’7X’ for all 
suficiently small 3. E R. So let x # 0. Using the G-action it is not difficult to see that 
the following assertions are equivalent (cf. [X]): 
(i) Xh[r.m) . 1s essentially (m - 1 )-connected in X for some i.. 
(ii) ~~i’r.L is essentially (m - 1 )-connected in X for all 3. E R, with a uniform choice 
of d. 
(iii) There is a d 2 0 such that for some (or, equivalently, for all) i, E R the maps 
7cj(P([R, S))llJY) + 7~i(h-‘([A - d, CQ)) nx”‘) in homotopy, induced by inclusion, 
are trivial for all i < m. 
Moreover, as height functions are completely determined on X”’ by their values on 
the compact subcomplex F it follows that the conditions (i)-(iii) do not depend on 
the choice of the particular height function h. More details can be found in [4] and 
V61. 
The classical approach to group cohomology uses Eilenberg-MacLane spaces to 
define new algebraic objects. The definition of the homotopical invariants is modelled 
on this approach. The next step is to study height functions on universal covers of 
K(G, 1 )-complexes with finite m-skeleton. It turns out that essential connectivity pro- 
perties of the corresponding valuation subcomplexes are, in fact, group properties. This 
is the content of the following slightly more general result. 
2.3. Theorem. Let IT: G + Q be u split epimorphism oj groups und x = $OTI jov some 
homomorphism $ : Q + F%. Let K be a K(G, 1 )-complex and L u K( Q, 1 )-comples, 
both with finite m-skeleton. Suppose h = h, : I? + R md H = H$ : L + R crt-e I- and 
$-ryuicariant height .fimcrions on the universul covering camp feses, respectively. [f’ 
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k’O’x’ is essentiully (m- 1 )-connected in I? then @“’ h IS essentiully (m - 1 )-connected 
in i. 
Proof. If $ = 0 or, equivalently, x = 0 then I??“’ and L$‘“’ contain the whole 
m-skeleta I@ and irn, respectively, for some i < 0. Thus both, RF”’ and @“‘, are 
essentially (m - I)-connected, and we will now assume that $ # 0. 
Let I : Q ++ G be a homomorphism such that rr o I =_ldQ. Then n and I induce rr- 
and z-equivariant cellular maps it: I? - 
- 
+ L and i: L + K, respectively, such that it o i 
and Idi _are homotopic via a Q-equivariant cellular homotopy cr : i x I + i. Then 
H o it : K --j R is also a x-equivariant height function on E?. By the remarks above, 
-F?y.X1 is essentially (m - 1)-connected in k if and only if I?FeW’ has this property. 
Thus we may assume that h = H o 75. 
Since p is Q-finite and 0 is Q-equivariant in the first argument, there is a constant 
ai > 0 such that IH(a(y,t)) - H(y)1 5 al for all y E jrn and all t E I. Moreover, 
the image a(t”l, I) is contained in a Q-finite subcomplex A4 of p+‘. It follows that 
H-I([; 03))n~c(L”“1+‘)[“-“1>“’ 
*> H for all i E [w and some real number a2 2 0. Putting 
a = al + a2 we see that (iln)pn;) x I is mapped by rr into (?+‘)iy4 X). 
Now, h o i:L -+ IR is also a $-equivariant height function. Therefore the diflerence 
Ihr(.) - H(.)l is bounded on iM and i((i”1)p”‘) c(?)i-“‘“’ for some b > 0. Now 
our assumptions imply that there is a real number d > 0 such that the inclusion ,j : 
I--hs) 
Mm I,, 
[-h-d,x) 
H #“>h induces the trivial maps rr;(j) in homotopy for all i < m. 
Finally, notice that r?((f?“)~-h-d’U)) C (im)Lc-h-d@), where c 2 0. 
Let 6 be the maximum of a and b+c +d. Then Zojo ? and the inclusion are homo- 
topic via (T when considered as maps (im)pcu’ + (Lm+‘)bh’CT). But by construction 
5 oj o i induces the trivial maps n;((im)E”)) + rr,((L”“‘)&“‘“‘) = rr;((im+‘)~6’x)) 
in homotopy for i < m. Thus L, -‘o33c) is essentially (m ~ 1 )-connected in z. 0 
2.4. Theorem. (Renz [30]) Let K be a K(G, 1)-coriplex tllith ,jinite m-skeleton, x # 0 
and h : I? + R u x-eyuivariant height jinnction. Zf I??“’ is essentially (m - I)- 
connected in I? then u K(G, 1 )-complex M tvith ,jinite m-skeleton und u x-eyuivariunt 
_ [i,x) 
heiyht function H = Hz : I@ + R exist so that M, is (m - 1 )-connected ,ji)r all 
2tER. 
Sketch of proof for m < 2. If m = 1 it follows from Theorem 2.3 that T(G;.X’$‘“’ 
is essentially O-connected in the Cayley graph T(G; X) for every choice of a finite 
generating system 5 of G. Then it is not difficult to see that all T(G; ,‘)%;.3L) are 
connected in this situation. And if m = 2 we invoke Theorem 2.3 once again. It 
yields that C( X; .%), l”.co) is essentially l-connected in the Cayley complex C(Y; .8) 
with respect to any finite presentation (X / 2) of G. Then Renz ([29, Lemma 31) 
has shown how to add a finite set d’ of relators such that C(5?“; W U @)pcr.’ is 
l-connected. In fact, his proof shows that C(.Y; .% U .9 )x ’ ‘i,‘m) is l-connected for all 
i+E1W. 0 
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We now come to the definition of the homotopical invariants. The definitions of 
C’(G) and Z2(G) suggest the following generalization. 
2.5. Definition of Z”‘(G). The homomorphism x : G + R belongs to P(G) if’ und 
on1.y iJ‘ there is CI K(G, 1 )-complex K with jinite m-skeleton and u X-equivariunt heicght 
-LO&=) 
junction h = h, :I? 4 R on the universal coverimg complex such thlrt K, IS (m- 1 )- 
connected. 
Note that, by the discussion above, the two definitions of Z’(G) and Z’(G) are 
equivalent and that Cm(G) # 8 @ 0 E P(G) % G has an Eilenberg-MacLane complex 
with finite m-skeleton. Moreover, we always have Z’(G) = V(G). 
One of the main features of these invariants is that they characterize precisely the 
normal subgroups G’ g N g G admitting a K(N, I)-complex with finite m-skeleton. 
For details see [7], [30], and for an application [25]. 
We close this section with some immediate corollaries. 
2.6. Corollary. Let K be u K(G, I)-complex with finite m-skeleton. Jj’ h : k - 52 is 
u x-equivariant height jimction, then x E C”‘(G) if and only if’,:” is essentiul~~~ 
(rn - 1)-connected in K. 
2.7. Corollary. Let H be u subgroup in G oj.finite index. Then y_ E C*(G) if’ and 
only lj’ xIH E Y”(H). 
Proof. Choose a K(G, I)-complex K with finite m-skeleton and a x-equivariant height 
function h = h, :r? -+ R. Since H has finite index in G, I? is also the universal covering 
complex of a K(H, I)-complex with finite m-skeleton, and h is a x/H-equivariant height 
function. Now the result follows from the preceding corollary. 0 
2.8. Corollary. Let II: G --ft Q be a split epimorphism und assume that 1 = y? o 71 fin 
some homomorphism I(/ : Q + R. IJ’ x E P(G) then $ E .P( Q). 
Proof. Since x E P(G) there is a K(G, I)-complex with finite m-skeleton. As is well 
known, this implies that Q also admits a K(Q, I)-complex L with finite m-skeleton (see 
[28], Theorem 6). Choose a X-equivariant height function h:K + R and a $-equivariant 
height function H :L + R and apply Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.6. 0 
Remark. In [24] we gave another, more general proof of the last result. First of all, 
we proved the analogue for the homological invariants Zm(G; Z) by different methods 
(see [26]). Then we showed that if N ++ G z Q is any exact sequence of groups with 
$0~ = ~EC~(G)~C~(G) then $eC2(Q). Here Z;,(G) is the (weak) Bieri-Neumann- 
Strebel invariant (see [6, 111). Finally, we considered split extensions. It turned out 
that XE C’(G) if and only if $EZ’(Q)~ Z;(Q). But ~E.Z~(Q) implies 1~ C/,(G) in 
this situation. This proves Corollary 2.8 for m 5 2. 
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3. The construction of free actions on 2-complexes 
In the previous section we defined a new object, C2(G), by using, in a sense, a free 
action of a group on a 2-complex. But often one has nice actions with non-trivial cell 
stabilizers. Therefore we work out a method for constructing free actions from non-free 
ones. 
Let G be a group acting on a 2-complex X. Depending on several choices, we 
define a 2-complex Y and a cellular map p: Y ++ X. There is some flexibility in this 
construction, but the main features can be summarized as follows. 
3.1. Theorem. The group G acts freely on Y, and p : Y ++ X is a G-equivariant 
regular surjection. In particular, images and pre-images of subcomplexes are again 
subcomplexes. 
rf’X is jinite mod G, if’ stabilizers of vertices of’X are jinitely presented and if 
edge stabilizers are ,jinitely generated, then Y can be chosen to be G-finite. 
Let Z be a subcomplex of Y, W = p(Z) and pi : Z ++ W the restriction oj 
p. If the pre-image (pi)- ( ) J’ ’ ‘6 o eat vertex E of W is l-connected and tf the jibre h 
(pi)-‘(bc) over the “barycentre” 6; of each edge ‘P of W is connected, then p induces 
isomorphisms (pi)* : ni(Z) H ni( W) in homotopy for i = 0,l. In particular, this holds 
tf Z is the full pre-image of some subcomplex of X 
Remarks. (i) Intuitively speaking, Y is constructed by “blowing up” each vertex of X 
to a Cayley complex and attaching, instead of a single edge of X, a direct product of 
the Cayley graph of the edge stabilizer with a l-cell. Finally, for every 2-cell of X and 
every element in its stabilizer, we glue in a new 2-cell lying over the original one. Then 
the cell stabilizers can act freely on the subcomplexes lying over the corresponding 
cells of X. However, this intuition works only if no edge of X is inverted under the 
G-action. 
(ii) If the 2-cells of X are attached to the l-skeleton along non-trivial closed 
edge paths and if cell stabilizers fix cells pointwise, then we could use the theory of 
complexes of groups, the higher dimensional generalization of the Bass-Serre theory 
developed independently by Corson [ 13-151 and Haefliger [20, 211, to construct Y. The 
action of G on X determines a 2-complex of groups, the 2-dimensional generalization 
of a graph of groups, over the quotient G\X. Equipped with this data one can then 
form a complex of spaces K -++ G\X by gluing together correctly direct products of 
K(G,, I)-complexes of cell stabilizers with balls lEidimn. Finally, one can take Y to be 
the 2-skeleton of the universal covering complex E. The details can be found in [ 131 
(or [24]). Similar constructions can be found in [l] and in the forthcoming book of 
Geoghegan [ 191. 
(iii) It is possible to use our construction to write down a presentation of G. As this 
has already been done in [12] and requires some additional work, we will not go into 
details. 
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3.2. If CJ = 8 is an n-cell of X we put da = c n X”-’ Usually vertices (edges and 
2-cells) of X are written as o, Z (e, ‘Z and c, Z;, respectively). 
We orient X by choosing, for every cell 0 = (T” of X, a characteristic map Q0 : 
(W, 3-l ) 4 (a, da). The attaching map of 0 will be denoted by cpo- : S”- ’ - 
?a .Xn-‘. It will be convenient to put 1(e) = cp,(- I ) and z(e) = cp,( 1) for any 
edge e of X. 
Recall that G acts on X by regular homeomorphisms. Let e be an edge of X and 
let g E G. We say that the action of g on e is orientutiorz-l)resertling if the two relative 
homeomorphisms QMe and Q @, : (5’) So) + (ge. age) are homotopic as maps of pairs. 
Otherwise we say that the action of y on e is orirntation-rwersing. Note that in this 
case the maps Qyc and y(Qr o p) (resp. @‘se o p and g @),) are homotopic, where 
p: B’ of 8’ is inversion b w -b. Finally, we say that e is inverted m&r the G-crction 
if there is an element in the stabilizer G, with orientation-reversing action on e. 
Now, we begin with the construction of our new oriented 2-complex Y, of the free 
G-action and of the map p: Y --H X. The characteristic and attaching maps of cells of 
Y will be denoted by Y* and $s, respectively. 
3.3. First choices. For n = 0,1,2 we choose a G-transversal ,Z, for the set of n-cells 
of X such that l(e) E TO for all edges eE 31. By .F,-‘ we denote the set of edges of 
Xl which are inverted under the G-action. Put .F,’ = .& \ .y,-. 
Now, let e be an edge in y,. Then we denote by ?(e) the unique vertex in -70 which 
is equivalent to z(e) mod G and choose an element tF E G so that T(e) = tcZ t y(e). If 
e E .T,- take the element & in G, \ H,, where H, is the subgroup of index 2 consisting 
of all elements of the stabilizer G, with orientation-preserving action on e. 
Finally, choose a presentation ( SC I.%(. ) of the stabilizer G,. for every vertex r E .Fc, 
and choose a generating system .Fe of G, for any edge e E 31. If e t .y, _ we require 
??‘y’, to consist of t, together with a generating system !I/<) of H,. 
3.4. The l-skeleton Y’. The vertices and edges of Y’ are given by the sets 
VY = G x CT0 and EY=(Gx.FI))U{(~,X,.,~) 1 .~EG, ~~E.~~~,x,.E.~,}. 
respectively. The edges come in two sorts: the ones in G x .Yl, “lying over the edges 
of X”, and the other ones, “making up Cayley graphs over the vertices of X”. The 
attaching map I+!+,,~): So + Y” of the edge (g, e)E G x 31 is defined by - 1 H (8, l(e)) 
and I H (St<,, f(e)). And if u E & and x, E S”,. we put I,/I~~,,~,,~., : So + Y” to be 
-1 H (g,c) and 1 H (gxti,, 2;). Then the l-skeleton Y’ is obtained in the usual wav 
by gluing a l-ball B’ to Y ” = G x -TO for every element in EY via the attaching 
map I/& : So + Y”. The characteristic maps Y* of the edges are the canonical maps 
B’ + Y’. 
The action of the group G is given, via the characteristic maps, by the obvious left 
action on the sets VY and EY of vertices and edges of Y’ This makes Y’ into a free 
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G-graph. Notice that a G-transversal of Y’ is determined by all vertices of the form 
(1,~) all edges (I,e) and all edges (l,x,,v). 
Finally, we want to define a continuous surjection p’ : Y’ ++ X’. On the set Y” = 
G x 90 of vertices it is given by (9, u) H yv, and it maps each edge of the form 
(g,xc,ti) onto the vertex gv of X. Using the chosen characteristic maps, we map the 
edge (1, e) of Y’ onto the edge e of X. By the G-action we extend this to all edges 
of the form (g,e). Clearly, this gives a G-equivariant regular map p’ : Y’ -++ X’. 
3.5. The fibres of p' . We now examine the full pre-images of vertices and edges of X’ 
Let i; be a vertex of X, u E y, and YE G so that ? = Iv. Then the pre-image of G under 
PI is given by the set {Gg-iyu,~~), Gg,, x,, v) 1 gr E G,., xv ET,.} of vertices and edges of 
Y’. Notice that this pre-image is just the G-translate of the copy T(G,; J?,) x {t.} c Y’ 
of the Cayley graph of G,. with respect to x,. and is independent of the choice of q. 
In particular, p;‘(z) is connected. 
Next, let 2 = Ge be an edge of X with e E r’ and GE G. Then the pre-image of 2 is 
the union of the (possibly identical) subgraphs pF’(l(e)) and pl’(z(e)) together with 
the set {(Ggsr, e) 1 ge E G,} of edges of Y’. Since one end point of the edge (Gge, e) lies 
in pl’(~(e)) and the other in pP’ , (r(e)) we see that each edge lying over 2 connects 
p;‘(l(e)) and pl’tr(e)). 
We can summarize the l-dimensional case as follows. 
3.6. Proposition. The group G ucts freely on the graph Y’ , und p’ : Y’ ++ X’ is m 
G-eyuivuriunt regulur surjection. 
If X’ is jinite mod G and if all vertex stabilizers are finitel_v generated, then Y’ 
can be chosen to be jinite. 
Let p’ 1 : Z ++ p’(Z) = W be th e restriction of’ p’ to u subgruph Z of Y. IJ’ the 
pre-image under p’/ of’ euch vertex of W is connected, then p’ induces u bijection 
(~‘1)s : no(Z)- no( W). This ho& in purticulur, if Z is the jidl pre-image of u 
subgruph qf X’. 
3.7. The 2-complex Y. The set of 2-cells of Y is, by definition, 
CY= (Gx.y~)U{(g,x~,,e) IgEG, eEF’,x,EX, } 
u{ (g,rr,r) 1 gEG, r~&, r,.~gc }. 
The 2-cells come in three sorts: the first ones in G x .9-l, “covering the 2-cells of X”, 
the second ones of the form (g,xE, e), “making up Cayley graphs over each point of 
an open l-cell of X”, and the third ones of the form (Y,Y~, L)), “the 2-cells of Cayley 
complexes over the vertices of X”. 
In 3.8-3.10 we will define the attaching maps for the 2-cells of Y. Since the G- 
action on Y’ is already defined, we do this in such a way that the attaching map 
‘f&c, : s’ - y’ of the 2-cell (9, c) E G x .?z is just the g-translate of the attaching 
map Ic/c’,c’, that is, $ciu,c’(s) = gtic’,,‘(s) for all s E s’. Similarly, we proceed in the 
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other cases. In other words, we only define the attaching maps for 2-cells of the form 
(1, c), ( l,xt., e) and (l,~~:, ti) and then refer to G-shifts. As usual, Y is the 2-complex 
obtained by gluing a 2-ball B2 to the l-skeleton via the attaching map $+ : !§’ + Y’ 
for every element in CY. The characteristic maps Y* are the canonical maps D* + Y. 
The G-action on Y is given by the action on the l-skeleton and by the obvious left 
G-action on the set CY of 2-cells of Y (using the characteristic maps). Then G acts 
freely on Y, and a G-transversal for the set of 2-cells of Y is given by all 2-cells of 
the form (1, c), (l,xE,e), (I,Y~,u). 
Simultaneously to the definition of the attaching maps we want to define the G- 
equivariant regular surjection p : Y * X extending pi : Y’ + X’. Again, we only 
define p on the G-transversal of 2-cells determined above and then refer to G-shifts. 
This will be done so that each 2-cell of the form (1, c) is mapped regularly onto the 
2-cell c of X, so that (1,x,, e) is mapped regularly onto the edge e of X and so that 
the image of ( l,rl., U) is the vertex v. Then it will be clear that p has the desired 
properties. 
3.8. The 2-cells of the form (1, Y,, v). Let c E &, rv E ,d??, and recall that (.$,. 1.8,. ) 
was chosen to be a presentation of the stabilizer G,. of the vertex L’. Moreover, 
we have seen in paragraph 3.5 that the pre-image of L’ under pi is just the copy 
T(G,.;.X,-) x {v} C Y’ of the Cayley graph with respect to the chosen generating 
system. Then the attaching map $(I.~, ,?) : S’ + L’( G,; A”,.) x {v} C Y’ is determined 
by the closed edge path starting at the vertex (1, c) and spelling out the word 
Y,. E ,&‘I 
Note that the boundary path of the 2-cell (1, rr, r) of Y is mapped by pl onto the 
vertex PEX. Now, we require p to map the whole 2-cell (1, r,.,2:) onto 2’. 
3.9. The 2-cells of the form (1, xp, e). Here we consider two cases, either e E .7,+ or 
e E Z,-, and we start with the first one. 
So let x, E Ze be an element of the chosen generating system of the stabilizer G,. 
Since e is not inverted under the G-action, we find x, E Glee) n G,(,) and t;‘x,t, E Gftpj. 
As the pre-images of z(e) and T(e) under pl are the copies T(G,(,,; $‘,ce)) x {l(e)} 
and T(Gf,u,; Zfce,) x {T(e)} of the indicated Cayley graphs in Y ‘, there are edge paths 
(u :I + Y’ and 0 :I + Y’ in the pre-images of r(e) and ?(e) leading from the vertices 
(1, r(e)) and (l,?(e)) to the vertices (x,, r(e)) and (t;‘x,t,,?(e)), respectively. 
We now identify the l-sphere S’ with the boundary d(B’ x 1) of the direct product 
B’ x 1. Then the attaching map $(r,X,,e):a(EI’ x 1) + Y’ is given by the characteristic 
map Yo,,) on B’ x {0}, by the &-translate of the edge path W on {l} x I, by the 
characteristic map Yc,*,,,) on B’ x {l}, and by the edge path o on (-1) x I. By 
construction of Q and W this is, in fact, a closed edge path in Y’ (see Fig. 1). 
Let us turn to the definition of p now. Consider the composite PI o $~~.r,.,rj:8(B’ x 
Z) ---t X’. The images of (-1) x I and {l} x I are easily seen to be r(e) and r(e), 
and the images of 5’ x (0) and B’ x (1) are given by Qe and x,@,:B’ + ecX’, 
respectively. Since e is not inverted under the G-action and since x, stabilizes e, there is 
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Fig. I. The attaching map I)( I,,,,.~~) : S’ - Y’ for em ST and ,q, E/I’,. 
Fig. 2. The attaching map @I.,,.~~, : s’ 4 y’ for rE.F[ 
a homotopy H:(B’ xZ,S”xl) - (e,?e) such that H(.,O) = @,(.), H(,, 1) = ;Y, @,(.), 
H( - 1, I) = r(e) and H( 1, I) = r(e). Moreover, H can be chosen so that the pre- 
image in B’ x I of each point in the open cell e - iie is homeomorphic to a closed 
interval between the bottom and the top of 5’ x I meeting each slice B’ x {t} exactly 
once. Now, the homotopy H induces the desired map p on the 2-cell (1, x,, e) which 
coincides with pl on the boundary. 
Now, let e E CF,-. If x, E 3, = ?UCJ U {tr} is in :yv,, we can proceed as before since 
the action of any element in ?I on the edge e is orientation-preserving. Hence it only 
remains to deal with x, = t,. 
Notice first, that l(e) = z(e) E ,y” and that tz c He 5 G,(,, f’ Grcej. Then there 
exists an edge path cc) : I 3 T(G,,,,;9”,r,,) x {l(e)} C Y’ with initial point (1, r(e)) 
and terminal point (t,‘, r(e)) in the pre-image of r(e) under PI. Again, we identify the 
ball-sphere pair (B2, 55’) with the pair (5’ x I,?( 5’ x I)). Then the attaching map 
r/~~t,~,,,~,:(?(B’ x I) 4 Y’ is given by the characteristic map ‘P(~,Q on B’ x {0}, by the 
constant map { 1 } x I + (t,, r(e)), by the inversion p: B’ + EL’, b H -b, followed 
by the characteristic map yl~~,,,~~, on B’ x {I}, and by the edge path w on {-l} x I. 
Again, this gives a well-defined closed edge path (see Fig. 2). 
Finally, we have to give the definition of p on the 2-cell (1, t,, e). As before we 
consider PI o$~~,~,,~,:a(Eb xl) *X ‘. Then the sides (-1) xl and {I} xl are mapped 
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onto the vertices l(e) and z(e), respectively. The images of the bottom and top are 
given by @,:[EB’ + e and tr(Qeo~):B’ --f e, respectively. As t, reverts the orientation 
of e, we see that @‘r and te (Qp, o p) determine the same orientation of e. In other 
words, there is a homotopy H : (B’ x 1, So x I) + (e,ae) such that H(., 0) = cP,(.)_ 
H(., I) = t,@,p(.), H(-1,I) = l(e) and H(l,I) = z(e). Again, we can do this in 
such a way that H(.,t): (B’ - so) x {t} + e is a homeomorphism onto the open cell 
e - 8e for all t E I. This homotopy gives our map p on the 2-cell (1, te, e). 
3.10. The 2-cells of the form (1, c). Let c be a 2-cell in & and consider its attaching 
map qC : S’ + dc C_X’. Suppose first that cp;‘(X’) = 0. Then there is an edge 2 C X’ 
such that cpC(S’ ) C’& dg. Since the pre-image under p1 of the open l-cell 2 - 2;; is a 
disjoint union of open l-cells of Y’ which are mapped homeomorphically onto i;- (72, 
we can find a lift $c’_C, : 55’ * Y’ of qC. This lift is used to glue the 2-cell (1, c) to the 
1 -skeleton Y I. Now, we can define p : ( 1, c) + c so that it coincides on the boundary 
with p1 and maps the open 2-cell (1, c) - a( 1, c) homeomorphically onto c - ?c. 
Next, assume that q;‘(X’) # 0. Then each path component of .!$I - cp,‘(X’) is an 
open interval mapped by qC into some open l-cell of X. There are at most countably 
many such open intervals; this follows for example from the fact that s’ & R2 satisfies 
the second axiom of countability (see, for example, [ 16, p. 1 SO]). Label these intervals 
I,,, n E N C N. As above, it is easy to find a lift Icl,?,,, :z + Y’ of qC on the closed 
interval z such that the image of I, is contained in an open l-cell of Y. Now, let J,, be 
the closed interval which follows I, in the cyclic order determined by some orientation 
of the circle and is mapped onto a vertex of X. If J, consists of a single point then 
we “stretch” it to a closed interval J,‘# of length 2-“; otherwise we put J,’ = J,,. Since 
there are only countably many intervals, we then find a homeomorphic copy S’ of the 
circle S’ and an identification q~‘,~) : S’ --)f S’ which is “identity” on the intervals I,, 
and “collapse ” .Ji + J, 
As the J,, are mapped by cpC onto vertices of X and as pre-images under pl of 
vertices are connected subgraphs of Y ‘, there is a map $C’.C) : S’ + Y’ which coincides 
with the I&,, on the closed intervals z and satisfies p1 o $((I,‘,) = cpC o q(l,C) :S’ i ic. 
We use this map $c’,~, to attach the 2-cell (1, c) to the l-skeleton. 
Finally, q(l,C) also induces an identification Qc’,~J: B2 + B*, where B2 is a homeo- 
morphic copy of the 2-ball B2, such that the interior of B2 is mapped homeomorphically 
onto the interior of B2. Then the composite Qc 0 Qc’,C~ : B* ---) c induces a map p on 
the 2-cell (1, c) with the desired properties. 
This completes the construction of Y and of the map p : Y + X. In the following 
proposition we summarize some properties of this construction. 
3.11. Proposition. The group G acts freely on Y, and p : Y + X is cc G-equivuriant 
regular surjection. 
If X is _finite mod G, if vertex stabilizers are finitely presented and if edge stabi- 
Item are finitely generated, then Y can be chosen to be G-finite. 
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3.12. The fihres of p. For later use let us quickly determine the full pre-images of 
vertices, edges and open 2-cells of X under p. 
So let 2 = GU be a vertex of X with 5~ G and 1: E To. Then p-‘(G) is the ?-translate 
of the copy C(Ft-,; n,) x {u} C Y of the Cayley complex of the stabilizer G, in Y. 
And the full pre-image of an edge 2 = ge of X, where e E .F,, consists of the 
subcomplex p-‘( t(2)) U p-‘(z(2)) C Y together with the set {(ggiiue, e) / ge E G,} of 
edges of Y and the set {(ggjSe,xcr e) / gr E G,, x, E Tr} of 2-cells of Y lying over 2. 
Now, the boundary path of the 2-cell (ggjge,xE, e) is given by two paths in p-‘( @)U 
p-‘(z(2)) together with the two edges ($J~, e) and (ggjSrxe, ). Then our construction 
of the map p allows one to identify the full pre-image p-‘(bi) of the “barycentre” 
b; ~2 - 22 with the Cayley graph T(G,; X,) (see Figs. 1 and 2). Furthermore, if p( : 
Z --), p(Z) is the restriction of p to a subcomplex Z C Y we can identify (pi)-‘(be) 
with a subgraph Zi of T(G,; Te). More explicitly, a vertex gp E G, (resp. an edge 
(g@,x) E G, x z’,) of the Cayley graph T(G,; zc) lies in Z; if and only if the edge 
(ggc, e) (resp. the 2-cell (qgiSe,xr, e)) of Y lying over 2 belongs to the subcomplex Z. 
Finally, we exhibit the pre-image of an open 2-cell 2 - c% of X. Let 2 = @ with 
c E ,Fz. Then this pre-image is made up of all open 2-cells of Y determined by the set 
{(ggisc, ) 1 gc E Cc} of (closed) 2-cells. 
We close this section with the proof of the following result: 
3.13. Proposition. Let Z be u subcomplex of Y, W = p(Z) and pi : Z --H W the 
restriction of p. If the pre-image (pi)-‘(^) f v o eat vertex z of W is l-connected and *h 
the pre-image (PI)-‘(ht) oj’ the “burycentre” b; of euch edge 2 of W is connected, 
then p induces un isomorphism (pJ)* : n’(Z,z)++x’(W,p(z)) for any choice of a 
basepoint z E Z. This holds, in particular, ifZ is theJid1 pre-image qf some subcomplex 
in X. 
Proof. One can use the arguments of the proof of Proposition 3.1 in [13]. For the 
benefit of the reader we indicate a second, more direct proof. 
Assume first that Z C p-‘(X’ ), and hence W C_X’ is a graph. We define j: W + Z 
by first choosing for each vertex E (resp. edge g;) of W a vertex AYE-‘@ii) (resp. 
an edge g c(pl)-‘(2)). Then divide each edge 2 of W into three parts: j maps the 
middle part to E and the end parts to edge paths in the connected complexes ~~‘(‘(2)) 
and p-‘(z(2)) joining the corresponding end points of E with the chosen lifts of r(z) 
and z(z). Then p o j is homotopic to the identity. 
Let 2 be a closed edge path in Z. Suppose that x travels along an edge of Z lying 
over some edge 2 of W. As (pi)-‘(b,-) or, equivalently, the subgraph Z,- of 3.12 are 
connected, one can use the 2-cells in (~l)~‘(2) lying over ‘P to homotop this part of x 
to an edge path of the form ~1 E* ’ c-9, where xl and c9 are contained in the pre-images 
of the end points of ?. Thus c( is homotopic to a closed edge path z in Z, made up of 
subpaths either lying in the pre-image of a vertex of W or travelling along a chosen 
lift E of an edge ZC W. But now the pre-images of vertices of W are I-connected. 
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Hence we can homotop ?? to a closed edge path in j(W). From these arguments one 
can infer that jp(cx) is freely homotopic to M. It follows that (pi)* :n’(Z) -+ n’(W) is 
an isomorphism if Z C p-‘(Xl). 
Next, we deal with the general case. We know already that p induces an isomorphism 
(p()2:~‘(ZrlpP’(X’))~~‘(WflX’). Then z’(Z) is the quotient of n’(ZfIp-‘(Xl)) 
by the normal subgroup generated by the homotopy classes of the attaching maps of 
all 2-cells of Z lying over some 2-cell of W. Let 2 be a 2-cell of W and let ? be 
a 2-cell in (PI)-‘@). Then the composite of the characteristic map Y? with p is a 
characteristic map for 2:. Thus the homotopy class [$?I E rc’(Z n p-‘(X’ )) is mapped 
by (~1): into the normal subgroup of rc’( W n X’ ) generated by the homotopy class 
[VP]. From this we infer that (pi)* identifies a presentation of n’(Z) with the standard 
presentation of n’(W). 
Finally, we know from the discussion in 3.12 that full pre-images of vertices and 
“barycentres” of edges of X are homeomorphic to Cayley complexes and Cayley 
graphs, respectively. This proves the final assertion of our proposition. 0 
4. Criteria for the homotopical geometric invariant J?(G) 
In this section we will apply the construction above in order to prove Theorem A 
and Theorem B of the introduction. We leave it to the reader to write down the 
corresponding results for the invariant C’. 
We begin with Theorem A. Our original proof in [24] was based on the theory 
of complexes of groups as indicated in the remark after Theorem 3.1 and required 
some additional assumptions. Also, some additional mild assumptions were necessary 
to prove the corresponding results for all homological invariants C”(G; Z) in [26]. 
4.1. Theorem. Let G be u group acting on a l-connected 2-complex X such that X is 
finite mod G, ~11 vertex stubilizers are finitely presented and all edge stabilizers ure 
,finitely generated. Let x : G + R be a homomorphism and ussume that X admits a 
z-eyukariant height function h = h, :X + R. Then x E C*(G) if and only [f Xpx) is 
essentiullj! 1 -connected in X. 
Proof. Let Y be a G-free complex constructed from the action of G on X, as in the 
preceding section. Our assumptions imply that Y is l-connected and can be chosen to 
be G-finite. Denote by p: Y ++ X the corresponding G-equivariant regular surjection. 
We now define a X-equivariant height function H : Y 4 R by putting H = h o p. 
As p is regular, we find that YE”’ = p-‘(X,[“‘“‘) for all i. E R. According to 
Theorem 3.1 the restriction of p induces isomorphisms (pi)* : rci( Y$‘“‘) H) rc,(X~‘,~‘) 
in homotopy for i = 0,l. Thus Xpm’ . IS essentially l-connected in X if and only if 
y~‘~) is es sentially l-connected in Y. Since Y is the 2-skeleton of the universal cover 
of a K(G, I)-complex with finite 2-skeleton, the latter is equivalent to x E C2(G) by 
Corollary 2.6. q 
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The homological version of the following consequence has been obtained in [25] 
with the aid of a certain spectral sequence. 
4.2. Corollary. Let N H G & Q be a short exact sequence ofjnitely presented groups 
and let ~G/E V(Q). Then $EC~(Q) if and only !f $ o DECO. 
Proof. Consider the free action of Q on the Cayley complex C(%; y) with respect 
to some finite presentation (9 1 Y) of Q. Then there exists a $-equivariant height 
function h : C( ?7; 9) ---f IF!. Now, G acts via rr on C( ?y/; LV), and h is also a ($ o n)- 
equivariant height function. Since N is finitely presented, we can apply Theorem 4.1 
to obtain the desired result. 0 
We close this section with a new proof of Theorem B of the introduction. Its original 
proof in [24] was based on Brown’s paper [ 121 and on Renz’ combinatorial Z2-criterion 
[29]. Here we apply our results of Section 3 once again. 
4.3. Theorem. Suppose that u group G acts on u I-connected, G:jinite 2-complex X. 
IJ’ 0 # %li;, E C2-dimC (G,) ji)r ull cells 0 oj’X, then x E C’(G). 
Proof. We set jl ho = xlo, for every cell cr of X. Again, let Y be a G-free complex 
constructed from the action on X according to Section 3. This complex depends on 
several choices, some of which will be specified now. We retain the notation and 
terminology of the preceding section. 
If c is a vertex of X in the G-transversal $0 then we choose a finite presentation 
( X,. 1 .gL, ) of its stabilizer G,. such that the valuation subcomplexes C(x^,,; BV)Fmc) are 
l-connected for every i E 1w. As 0 # xc E C2(G,), we know that such presentations do 
exist (see Theorem 2.4). And for all edges e E rt we choose a finite generating system 
x^e of the stabilizer G,. Since 0 # xe E C’(G,), the valuation subgraphs T(G,; .?Z^e)g’m) 
of the Cayley graph T(G,; 3,) are connected for all 1, E iw. Moreover, we can always 
assume that x(x) > 0 for all x E lJrE,?:, .T^,U lJrE,fi Ze. And we assume that x(te) > 0 
if e E -7, ; this can be achieved by right multiplication with elements of the stabilizer 
G, (resp. H,, if e E y,- ) with sufficiently high X-value. 
Finally, in the definition of Y we had to choose, for all e E ,7,’ and all x, E 
Z”,, edge paths cc) : I 4 T(G,,,,; %,,,j) x {l(e)} & Y’ and W : I + T(Gfcr,; X<cr,) x 
{y(e)} with initial points (1, r(e)) and (1,7(e)) and terminal points (xe, z(e)) and 
(tie’x&,?(e)), respectively (see 3.9). We make our choices so that these edge paths are 
completely contained in T(G,,,,; 5!“,,,,)!,“7’ x {z(e)} and T(Gfc(,,; X,,,)K;F’ x {-i(e)}, 
respectively. This is possible because x(x,) = x(t; ‘x,t,) 2 0. We proceed similarly 
in the cases where e E Z,‘I In other words, we assume that the minimum of the 
X-values of the vertices on each chosen edge path is always attained on the initial 
vertex. 
All other choices are made arbitrarily. Thus we obtain “the” G-free complex Y 
together with the G-equivariant regular map p : Y + X. We define h : Y” --) [w by 
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putting h(g, o) = x(g) for all (g,u) E G x J ra = Y”. Then this map can be extended 
to a regular X-equivariant height function h : Y + R (see [26]). As h is regular, 
Yi”,x,) is just the full subcomplex of Y whose vertices (g, u) E Y” have the property 
x(s) > 0. 
Let us determine the pre-images of vertices, edges and 2-cells of X under the re- 
striction map p( : Yh[O.%) -+ X. If i; = & is a vertex of X with G E G and t’ E -70 
then (pi)-](i;) is the g-translate of the copy C(Xt’; 8ti)$~Z(‘)‘oc) x {u} of the indicated 
Cayley complex in Y. Note that the assumption x0 # 0 guarantees that this pre-image 
is non-void. Furthermore, we see that (pi)- t (i;) is l-connected. 
Now, let ‘Z = Ge be an edge of X and e E Ft. Then the pre-image of 2 under pJ con- 
sists of the pre-images of its end points together with the set {@ye, e) 1 ge E G,, x(ge) 
2 -XC?)> of edges and the set {(?gr,xe, e) I Ye E G,, x, E x^e, x(g,) >_ -x(?)> of 2- 
cells of Y. This can be seen as follows. We have h(Gg,, f(e)) 5 h(Gg&Z(e)). Thus 
the edge (gg9,, e) belongs to Ypm) ’ tf and only if &gr) 2 0. And our choices above 
imply that the minimum of the h-values of all vertices on the boundary path of the 
2-cell (Gge,Xe, e) is attained on the initial vertex (ggise, r(e)) (this is the lower left vertex 
in Figs. 1 and 2). This proves our claim. Because xr # 0 we see that the pre-image 
of each open edge is non-empty. Moreover, we infer that the fibre (pi)-‘(b,-) of the 
“barycentre” of 2 is connected. To see this, note that this fibre is homeomorphic to 
the valuation subgraph T(G,; %-r)~~X(‘)Soo). 
Finally, recall that the 2-cells of Y in the pre-image of a 2-cell ‘Z = @ of X, where 
c E -72, are given by {(ggc, c) 1 gc E G,}. As there are elements gc E G, with arbitrarily 
high x-value, we see that at least one of these 2-cells belongs to Ypco). 
We can summarize this discussion by saying that pl : Ypx’ ---f X is surjective 
and that the pre-images of vertices (resp. “barycentres” of edges) are l-connected 
(resp. connected). By Theorem 3.1 it follows that Yh[o’%) is l-connected. Consequently 
x E X2(G) by Theorem 2.4 or Corollary 2.6. q 
5. Metabelian groups of finite Priifer rank 
We want to sketch how Theorem C follows from the results previously obtained. 
All proofs are given in detail in [26] for the homological invariants. 
The first step consists of an application of Theorem 4.1 to the standard tree of a 
descending HNN-extension (see [26, Proposition 4.21). 
5.1. Proposition. Let G = (B,t Jt-‘bt = 4(b) (bgfl)) be u descending HNN- 
extension, where 4 : B ++ B is a monomorphism. If‘ x : G + R is u homomorphism 
such that x(B) = (0) and x(t) > 0, and if B is jinitely presented, then x E C’(G). 
Next, one uses Theorem 4.3, Corollary 2.7 and Proposition 5.1 to generalize this 
result to iterated descending HNN-extensions ([26], Theorem 4.6). Using results of 
Bieri and Strebel [9, lo] one then concludes (see [26, Theorem 4.81): 
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5.2. Theorem. For ecery constructible nilpotent-by-ubeliun group G we haue 
X2(G)’ C conv C’(G)? 
Of course, conv C’ (G)C is the convex hull of Z’(G)” in the finite dimensional vector 
space V(G), and Cm(G)C is the complement of Cm(G) in V(G). Recall that a soluble- 
by-finite group G is constructible (in the sense of [3]) if it admits a finite chain 1 = 
Ho 5 HI 5 . . 2 i& = G of subgroups such that either Hi has finite index in Hi+i+l 
or H;+l is an ascending HNN-extension of the form Hi+, = (Hi, t 1 tHit_’ = ti(H;)) 
with a monomorphism 19 : Hi -Hi. Constructible soluble-by-finite groups are finitely 
presented and of finite Priifer rank [3], and so they are nilpotent-by-abelian-by-finite 
(see [31, Part (a) of the proof of Theorem 10.381). 
Then one can invoke the Bieri-Strebel result [8] (also see [6, 1 I]) that 
0 @ convlz C’(G)c holds for any finitely presented nilpotent-by-abelian group G and 
Renz’ result [30] on finitely presented normal subgroups with abelian quotient in order 
to obtain (cf. [26, Theorem 5.11): 
5.3. Theorem. The inclusion convl2 C’(G)’ C ,X2(G)’ holds j& UN constructible 
soluble-by-jinite groups G. 
Here convs, I’(G)’ is the union of the convex hulls of all subsets of C’(G)c of 
at most m elements. Since C’(G)’ is invariant under multiplication by positive reals, 
convl, C’(G)’ equals the m-fold sum C’(G)c + . . . + C’(G)’ in V(G). 
Finally, we sketch the core of the proof of Theorem C of the introduction. 
5.4. Theorem. If G is a finitely presented metabeliun group of jinite Prtijkr rank, 
then conv<2 C’(G)c = C2(G>c. 
Sketch of proof. Firstly, one reduces the problem to groups of the following type 
([26, Subsection 6.21): G = A4 x Q is a semi-direct product of a free abelian group Q 
of finite rank and a Q-module A4 which is torsion-free as abelian group and has finite 
torsion-free rank. This follows from results of D.J.S. Robinson along with Corollaries 
2.7 and 4.2. 
Next, by the proof of Theorem 8 in [3] there is a constructible metabelian descending 
HNN-extension G* = ( G, t ( t-‘Gt 5 G) with base group G. With the aid of Theo- 
rem 5.3, Proposition 5.1 and a theorem of Bieri-Strebel [IO] one can conclude that 
conv<;, C’(G>c C C2(G)’ (see [26, Subsection 6.31). 
Following Aberg [2] (also see [32]) one introduces, then, a semi-direct product 
9 = A’ x Q such that A4 is a Q-submodule of A and such that the split epimorphism 
9 ++ Q factors through a split epimorphism e: 9 --ff G. Moreover, 9 acts on the finite 
dimensional, l-connected CW-complex Y constructed by Aberg such that Y is finite 
mod 9 and all cell stabilizers are polycyclic. For more details see [2, 32, 261. 
Next, one considers homomorphisms II: G --f I&’ that are not contained in the linear 
subspace of V(G) spanned by C’(G)C. One defines x” : 59 + R by putting x” = x o e. 
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Then one finds that the restrictions of x’ to all cell stabilizers do not vanish (see 
[26, Subsection 6.51). Moreover, since cell stabilizers are polycyclic, one has V’(yg) = 
C2(90) for all cells cr of Y. An appeal to Theorem 4.3 yields xQ E C*(9). Hence 
x E Z*( G) by Corollary 2.8. 
This leaves us with homomorphisms K : G + iw which are in spanC’(G)’ but not 
in conv<2 C’(G)C. One defines x” as before. In this situation one can show that there 
exists ai”-equivariant height function h = h,u : Y -+ [w and that the valuation subspaces 
h-l([)., cc)) are l-connected for all 3L E [w (cf. [26, Subsections 6.6 and 6.71). Then 
one invokes Theorem 4.1 to see that xf’ E C2(9). As above, zeZ’(G) follows. 0 
6. Summary 
Here we summarize what has been proved in [26], in [27], and in the present paper 
about the higher geometric invariants of soluble-by-finite groups of finite Prtifer rank. 
For more details on the connection between finiteness properties of metabelian groups 
and the (higher) geometric invariants and on the FP,- and C”‘-conjecture the reader is 
referred to [26] or to the survey [27]. 
Recall first that a monoid A4 is said to be of type FP, if the trivial &V-module Z 
admits a projective resolution with finitely generated modules in all dimensions 5 m. 
Given a group G, one defines Cm( G; Z) to be the set of all homomorphisms x : G --t [w 
such that the submonoid G, = x-‘([O,CXI)) is of type FP,. Then C’(G;Z) = V(G), 
Z’(G;Z) = Cl(G) (see [7, Section 51, or [30]), and C*(G) = C2(G) n Cm(G; Z) for 
all m 1 2 ([30]; a sketch of proof can also be found in [5]). 
Recall that metabelian groups of type FP2 are finitely presented by the main result 
of [8]. Thus a metabelian group is of type FP, if and only if it admits an Eilenberg- 
MacLane complex with finite m-skeleton. Then [26] and the present paper yield one 
of the main results of the author’s thesis [24], the truth of a part of the Zm-conjecture: 
6.1. Theorem. Let G be a metubelian group ofjinite Priifer rank. Zf G is of type FP,,,, 
then the complements, C”(G; Z>c und C”(G)C, of the homofogical and the homotopical 
geometric invariunt coincide and are given by the formula 
c;cJZ’(G)~ = Cm(G;Z)” = Cm(G)C. 
-. 
Finally, let us state what we know about the higher geometric invariants of soluble- 
by-finite groups of finite Priifer rank (see [27]). Recall that this class includes the class 
of all constructible soluble-by-finite groups, or, equivalently, the class of all soluble- 
by-finite groups of type FP, as Kropholler has shown [22]. 
6.2. Theorem. Let G be a soluble-by-finite group of finite Prtif& rank. If G is c?f‘ 
type FP,,, then 
c~;vC’(G)~ 2 F(G; Z)’ 2 Z”(G)“. 
- 
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If G is a constructible nilpotent-by-ubelian group then Urn>, C”‘(G)C is contained in 
a rationally de$ned open half space of V(G), and 
CTrnv z’(G)C C”(G; Z)” C C”(G)” & conv C’(G)C 
holds for ull m E N 
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